
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Legend

Martial Arts - Snake Style

Sepentine Evasion
Core, p. 427

Increase Evasion against a single attack. If the attack
is made after the Exalt‘s turn, the Charm can be used

after the attack has been rolled.
Mastery: Cumulatively lower cost on successful evasion.

Snake Form
Core, p. 428

Enemies take a penalty to attacks against the Exalt, more
so if their Initiative is lower. Increases soak by Dexterity.

Special activation rules apply (see book).

Armor-Penetrating Fang Strike
Core, p. 428

Allows withering attacks to ignore armor-based soak
and decisive attacks to ignore some hardness.
Terrestrial: Usable once per scene, resettable.

Essence Venom Strike
Core, p. 256

If you are the beneficiary of a distract gambit, you can act
immediately if your new Initiative would allow it to make 

a ranged decisive attack up to long range without
the aim action. Gain bonus damage on low Initiative.

Uncoiling Serpent Prana
Core, p. 429

Attack a lower-Initiative enemy up to Short range away
with a withering or decisive attack. Drag enemy in.

Range is extended if prerequisite is active.
Terrestrial: no additional benefit if prereq. is active.

Essence Fangs and Scales Technique
Core, p. 429

Increase the soak gained from Snake Form and increase
the damage of all withering attacks.

Mastery: Damage bonus applies to decisive attacks
against lower-Initiative enemies.
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Striking Cobra Technique
Core, p. 427

Increase damage whose Initiative is lower than your
own. More effective against crashed targets.

Mastery: Your Initiative counts as higher than it is
for determining the effects of this Charm.

Snake Strikes the Heel
Core, p. 429

Reflexively make a decisive or withering clash attack.
Refer the book for details.

Terrestrial: The clash is counted as the Dragon-Blooded‘s
action for this turn.

Countless Coils Evasion
Core, p. 429/430

After the damage roll of a decisive attack, roll to negate
some of the damage, but reset to Base Initiative.

Terrestrial: Must use before damage is rolled, and may
be used only once per scene.

Crippling Pressure-Point Strike
Core, p. 428/429

Allows the Snake Stylist to use several gambits to cripple
the enemy in a variety of ways.

Terrestrial: Must first sucessfully dodge a decisive attack
before using this Charm.

☑
☑

Snake Style Info
Snake style is swift and agile, moving with the serpent‘s
speed to fell stronger or better-armed foes before they
have a chance to act. It‘s strikes emphasize precision over
brute strength, and a master of this style can pierce through
armor, paralyze enemies with pressure-point strikes or
deliver poisonous Essence through fingertips.

Weapons
• Unarmed
• Seven-Section Sta�
• Hooked Sword

Armor
Light armor only.

All 4 Charms


